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INTERPERSONAL SKILLS AND COOPERATION IN MANAGEMENT 
 

We live in a free enterprise system. It means that we have a lot of choices whether we are 

deciding what to buy or what type of job to look for [1]. This system caused most businesses to 

be started in a form of private enterprises. It means that the whole power is in the owners’ hands 

and they can act in their self-interest  in their relationship with employees. 

To answer the question of permanent problems in relationship between an employer and 

employee we should determine the most important requires (let call them “needs”) for both of 

them. So, as for employers, their three most actual needs are loyalty, perfect performance and 

responsibility. Employee’s needs are a little bit more difficult to distinguish. They should be 

realized through the point of theories X, Y and Z.  Subordinates who belong to theory X need a 

manager who will support them with fringe benefits and special attention. Here the amount of 

salary or wage is very important. Most employees belong to theory Y. They will work only 

under proper working conditions (good working atmosphere, special attention to their 

personality and some freedom in their actions). And the best employees for all managers are 

those who belong to theory Z. They need only employer’s respect and the feeling of great 

importance. 

Sometimes the enterprise is so huge that a manager can’t pay attention to most subordinates. 

Here, and also in previous cases, the most essential thing is the feeling of one common team. The 

experience of people who have already passed  this way is very important. For example, the 

famous Russian politician Iryna Khakamada, taking part in a TV program in 1999 before 

Parliament elections with her political co-leaders Kiriyenko and Niemtsov, understood that they 

looked funny because each of them was talking only about personal point of view. So, they 

began to attend psychologist’s lessons to be able to work in a team. After this training she 

understood: “the first lesson - only combining different opinions (rational, technical and 

emotional) we can get the optimal decision. The second lesson – in any team it is important to 

divide qualifications according to their common goals and objectives. The third lesson – it is 

very important for all members of the team to believe each other” [2].  

So, only a team work and cooperation can give us the desired result, progress and efficiency 

of work.   
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